List of New Books Added to the Library


- **Sinhala katha karamu : let us speak sinhala.** (Vol.1). Perera, Shirley. Stamford Lake Pvt. Ltd. Pannipitiya. 2012. [491.488 PER (056988)]


- **Sinhala katha karamu : let us speak sinhala.** (Vol.3). Perera, Shirley. Stamford Lake Pvt. Ltd. Pannipitiya. 2009. [491.488 PER (056990)]


- **Sadeepa sinhala akuru Hur - 1.** Akuru, Sadeepa Sinhala. Sadeepa Bookshop. Sri Lanka. ???. [491.48 AKU (056994)]

- Sadeepa sinhala akuru hur-3. Akuru, Sadeepa Sinhala. Sadeepa Bookshop. Sri Lanka. [491.48 AKU (056996)]


- Sadeepa sinhala akuru hur-5. Akuru, Sadeepa Sinhala. Sadeepa Bookshop. Sri Lanka. [491.48 AKU (056998)]


Dynamics of taliban insurgency in FATA. Rana, Muhammad Amir, Sial, Safdar & Basit, Abdul. Pak Institute for Peace Studies. Islamabad. 2010. [954.91 RAN (057007)]


History of Multan: from the early period to 1849 A.D. Durrani, Ashiq Muhammad Khan. Royal Book Company. Karachi. 2007. [954.914 DUR (057013)]


Towards BIMSTEC - Japan comprehensive economic cooperation in tourism sector: vision and tasks ahead. Thein, Myat. CSIRD. Kolkata. 2006. [382.952059 THE (057025)]

BIMSTEC Japan cooperation in energy sector: vision and tasks ahead. Khan, Abdur Rob, Rahman, ABM Ziaur, Kabir, Mahfuz & Hossain, Sharif M. CSIRD. Kolkata. 2006. [382.952059 KHA (057026)]

Deepening BIMSTEC Japan economic relations: tasks ahead. Ebashi, Masahiko. CSIRD. Kolkata 2006. [382.952059 EBA (057027)]

Towards BIMSTEC Japan comprehensive economic cooperation: investment opportunities and challenges. Dey, Dipankar. CSIRD. Kolkata. 2006. [382.952059 DEY (057028)]

Towards BIMSTEC Japan comprehensive economic cooperation: vision and tasks ahead. CSIRD. CSIRD. Kolkata. 2006. [382.952059 CSI (057029)]
Towards BIMSTEC Japan comprehensive economic cooperation: benefits of moving together. CSIRD. Anthem Press. London. 2006. [382.952059 CSI (057030)]


- Integrated force projection by India. Sangwan, Sukhdeep. Vij Books India Pvt Ltd. 2011. [355.033054 SAN (057046)]


- Electronic warfare. USA Department of Army. Manas Publications. New Delhi 2011. [623.043 USA (057063)]


- Army leadership. USA Department of the Army. Manas Publications. New Delhi. 2012. [355.33073 USA(057075)]
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